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A subordinator is a process with independent, stationary, non-negative increments. On the unit interval 
we can view this process as the distribution function of a random measure, and, dividing this random 
measure by its total mass, we get a random discrete probability distribution. Formulae for the joint 
distribution of the n largest atoms in this distribution are derived. They are used to derive some results 
about the Poisson-Dirichlet process. Subordinators arise as inverse local times of diffusions and the 
atoms in the random measure associated with them correspond to the lengths of excursions of the 
diffusion away from 0. For Brownian motion, or more generally, for Bessel processes of dimension 6, 
0 < S < 2, the formulae for the distribution of the n largest atoms are used to find the joint density of 
the lengths of the n longest excursions away from 0 up to a fixed time. The results are then applied to 
find expressions for densities of the longest excursion of a Bessel bridge and the density of the longest 
excursion of a Bessel process completed by a given time. 
Poisson processes * subordinators * Poisson-Dirichlet process * inverse local time* duration of excursions 
1. Introduction 
Let V, 2 V, 2 V, 2 . . . be the points, ranked by size, of a Poisson counting process 
N on (0, 00) with a Levy mean measure A. More explicitly, the assumptions on A are 
I 
1 
A(O,00)=00, A(l,cO)<a, xA(dx)<cO. (I) 
0 
If we now define T, = Cj V, conditions (1) ensure that P(0 < T, < 03) = 1. For a proof 
see for example Rogers and Williams (1987, pp. 308-313). Kingman (1975) suggests 
looking at the random vector (D, , D,, . .) = ( V,/ T, , V,/ T, , . .). This random vector 
takes values in the infinite simplex of sequences with positive terms that add up to 
1. The aim of this paper is to describe the finite dimensional distributions of this 
random vector and then apply the results in some particular cases. 
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It is well known, see for example Rogers and Williams (1987, pp. 308-313), that 
if a,, i 2 1, are i.i.d., uniform on (0, 1) and independent of (V,),,, then the process 
(TV: Oss~l) defined by 
T, =c Vil((TiGS) (2) 
has independent, stationary increments. Such processes are called subordinators 
without drift. Furthermore, 
1 I 
s 
EepAT = exp --s (1 -e-‘-Y)A(dx) 
0 I 
. (3) 
The measure A associated with the subordinator in this manner is called the Levy 
measure. Construction (2) will be used to obtain expressions for the density of the 
vector (0,) D2,. . . , D,,). Here are a few examples to illustrate the use of these 
density calculations: 
Example 1.1. The Poisson-Dirichlet process. If the Levy measure is given by A(dx) = 
ax-’ e-” dx for some constant a > 0 then T, has the gamma distribution with shape 
parameter a. Kingman (1975) showed that in this case the distribution of 
(01, Dz, . . .I on the infinite simplex is the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with 
parameter a. There are a number of contexts where this distribution arises, for 
example, as the limiting distribution of the ranked relative cycle lengths in a random 
permutation, see Shepp and Lloyd (1966) or Vershik and Schmidt (1977, 1978), as 
a prior distribution in Bayesian statistics, see Ferguson (1973) or Blackwell and 
MacQueen (1973) and as limiting proportions of genes in some population genetics 
models, see Hoppe (1987) or Watterson (1976). Explicit formulae for the joint 
distributions of (D,, D2, . . . , D,) are given in some of the references above. Here, 
these densities will be derived from the general theorem in the next section. 
Example 1.2. Inverse local times. For a diffusion (X, : t 3 0) for which 0 is a regular 
point the local time (I, : t 2 0) at 0 is defined as an adapted, non-decreasing, additive 
functional that only increases on the zero set of (X,). Let X0 = 0. The inverse local 
time defined by 
T$ = inf{ t > 0: I,> s} (4) 
is a subordinator whose jumps correspond to the lengths of excursions away from 
0 of the diffusion. And, if P(X, = 0) = 0 for all t > 0 then it can be shown that (7,) 
is a subordinator without drift. In the special case when (X,) is Brownian motion 
or, more generally, a Bessel process of dimension 6, 0 < 6 < 2, the inverse local time 
is a stable subordinator of index (Y = 1 - $6. For a proof see Molchanov and Ostrovski 
(1969). The Levy measure is given by A(dx) = c,x-~-’ dx where c, is a positive 
constant depending on the normalisation of (I,). 
Let 5 be an arbitrary positive random variable defined on the same space as the 
process (X,). Denote by V( 5) = ( V,(l), V,(i), . .) the ranked lengths of excursions 
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of (X,) away from 0 up to time [, including the last, possibly incomplete, excursion 
before time 5. For Bessel processes Pitman and Yor (1990) proved that 
V(T,) d V(t) -=- 
7, t 
(5) 
for all t, s >O. Using this identity we can show, for example, that the longest 
excursion of a Bessel process before time t, including possibly the last, a.s. incomplete 
excursion, has the same distribution as D, for a stable subordinator. More generally, 
we get expressions for the joint density of the lengths of the n longest excursions 
up to time t. Equation (5), in conjunction with the results in the next section and 
some other known results, can be used to find distributions of the lengths of the 
longest excursion completed by time t or the joint distribution of the n longest 
excursions of a Bessel bridge. Getoor (1979) and Knight (1985) derive formulae for 
the longest excursion completed by a given time and the longest excursion started 
by a given time in the general context of Markov processes but explicit results 
depend on Laplace transform inversions. 
2. General formulae 
2.1. Injinite series expansions 
Let, as before, V, 2 V2 3 V, 2 . . . record the magnitudes of the jumps of a subor- 
dinator (T, : t b 0) before time t = 1 ranked by size and assume the Levy measure 
.1 of (If,) has density h with respect to Lebesgue measure on (0, CO). Furthermore, 
recall that (0,) Da, D,, . . .) = ( V,/ T, , V2/ T, , . . .) are the ranked jumps of the nor- 
malised subordinator (T,/ T, : 0~ t s 1). The purpose of the following lemma is to 
obtain an infinite series expansion for the distribution function of the random 
variable D,. 
Lemma 1. With the above notation 
P(some D, E dy,, some D, E dy,,. . . , some Di E dy,,, T, E ds) 
= s”h(y,s)h(yg) . . . h(yns) 
xfr,(s(l -YI -Y,-. . .-Y,)) dy, dy,. . .dy, ds, 
where 0<y,+y2+. . . + y, < 1 and fTl is the density of T, . 
(6) 
Proof. Recall that V, 2 V2 2 . * . record the magnitudes of the jumps ranked by size 
of the subordinator (T,) up to time t = 1. By properties of Poisson counting processes 
P(some V, E dx,, some V, E dx,, . . . , some V, E dx,,, T, E ds) 
=h(x,)h(x2).-. h(x,)f,(s-x,-x,-...-x,)dx,dx,...dx,ds. 
for s>x,+x,+. . . + x,,. Changing variables to y, = x,/s, 1 G i s n, gives (6). q 
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Put another way, equation (6) says that for a measurable set B c R’,: 
E(#{(k,, h, . . . , k,): k, distinct, (Dk,, Dk2, . . . , Dk,,) E B}, T, E ds) 
= I S"h(Y,S)h(Y*S) . . . h(Yd) n 
Define 
Xf~,I(s(l -Y, -yz-. . .-y,,)) dy, dy, . . . dy, ds. 
u,): u<u;<l,~u;<l 
I I 
and let 
K:(ds) = #{(k,, k2,. . . , k,): (D,, , D,_, . . . , Ok,,) E B:, T, E ds}. 
Denote EKz(ds) = I,,(u, S) ds. It can be shown that 
W (-l)“+‘K:(ds) 
l(D,>u, T,Eds)= 1 
n--l n! 
(7) 
from which it follows by taking expectations that 
P(D, > u, T, E ds) 
= : (-lY+’ ~ Zn(u, S) ds 
n=, n! 
s”h(y,s) . . . N.YJK,($J dy, dy,. . . dyn ds. (8) 
B:: 
where F,,=l-y,-yZ-... -y,. The distribution function of D, is computed by 
integration over S. 
2.2. Integral equations 
In this section an integral equation for the density of (T,, 0,) where D, is the 
largest jump of a normalised subordinator (T,/ T, : 0 s s s 1) will be derived. The 
joint density of (T, , D, , D2, . . , D,), where the D, z O2 2 * + - z D,, are the n largest 
jumps of the normalised subordinator, can be expressed simply in terms of the 
density of (D, , T,). Again the derivation will be restricted to subordinators without 
drift whose Levy measure has density h with respect to Lebesgue measure on (0, 00). 
It is known that in this case for each s E (0, l] the random variable T, has a density 
with respect to Lebesgue measure, see Brokett and Hudson (1973). The main theorem 
can now be stated as follows: 
Theorem 2. Let (T,) be a subordinator without drift whose L&y measure A has density 
h and let (D,, D,,. . . , D,) be the n largest jumps ranked by size of the normalised 
subordinator (T,/ T, : 0~ s S 1). The random vector (T,, D,, D2,. . . , D,) has a 
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density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R”+‘. Denote this density by p,,. The 
densities {p,} satisfy the following two identities: 
p,(t, y) = th(ty) 
I 
,?l(l~,.,)Al 
p,(t(l -Y), u) du (9) 
0 
for t > 0 and y E (0, l), and for n 3 2, 
Pn(4Y,,YZ,~.~,Yn)= 
t”-‘h(ty,)h(ty,) . . .h(ty,-,I 
Y" 
(10) 
where t>O and O<y,,<*..<y,<l, C,y,<l. Here y,=l-y,-y,-. . .-y,_,. 
Furthermore, equation (9) determines p, uniquely. 
Remark. Outside the set 
(t,y,,yz,...,y,): t>O,O<y,<...<yz<~,,Cy,<l 
I I 
the density p,, is 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that (V,, V, . . . , V,,) stands for the random vector of 
the n largest jumps of the subordinator (T, : 0 <s<l). Let (T;:O~ssl) be the 
process obtained from (T,) by removing these n largest jumps from the path of 
(7’%). The key observation is that the process (TI), conditioned on ( V, , VI, . . . , V,,), 
is again a subordinator without drift whose Levy measure is A restricted to (0, V,,]. 
This follows easily from elementary properties of Poisson counting processes. Since 
the Levy measure has density h the vector ( V, , Vz, . . . V,,) has joint density given by 
P(V,Edv,, V,Edv, ,..., V,,Edv,) 
=h(v,)h(vz) . . + h(v,) eem,‘~,)dv, dv, * . . dv, (11) 
for v,>v2>. ..>v,>Owherem(v)=A(v,co)=I~h(u)du. 
Let fL, be the density, which is known to exist, of T;, given V,, = v. This is the 
density for the value at time 1 of a subordinator whose Levy measure has density 
h-(u) = h(u)l(u G u). Put another way 
I 
cc 
e-““f,(u)dv=exp - “(1-e-^‘)h(s)ds . 
0 II 0 I 
With this notation the joint density of (T, , V, , V,, . . . , V,) as a function of 
(4v1,v2,...,vn) is 
h(v,)h(v,)...h(v,)e~““,~‘f,,,(t-v,-v,-...-v,) (12) 
for t>v,+v,+. . . + v,. The change of variables to vi = tyi for 1 s i s n gives the 
density of (T,, D,, D2,. . . , D,,) as a function of (t, y,, y,, . . . , y,): 
pn(t,y,,.. . , y,) = t”h(ty,) * . . h(ty,) e-mc”‘~~~f;,Jt(l -y, -* . .-y,,)). 
(13) 
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Here t>O,O<y,<.. *<yz<yl and Y,+Y,+. . . +y,, < 1. We now obtain equation 
(10) by comparing the expressions (13) for p,( t, y,) and p,,( t, y, , . . . , y,,). 
To derive equation (9) observe that p, is a marginal density of pr. Integrating 
over y, in the identity (10) for n = 2 we get 
dy, 
from which (9) follows by a change of variable. 
To prove that (9) determines p, uniquely observe that for 3 < y < 1 the integral 
on the right reduces to fT1( t( 1 -y)) where f7; is the density of T, . This proves that 
p, is uniquely determined for t > 0 and 4 < y < 1. For y G t rewrite (9) as 
p,(t, Y) = th(ty)f,(t(l -Y))- th(ty) 
I 
1 
p,(Gl -Y), u) du. 
?~/(I~?) 
From this we see that for $ < y G $, t > 0, the value of p, in the range of integration 
on the right is known and has been uniquely determined. Thus p, is uniquely 
determined for f < y s 5 and t > 0. The proof is completed by proceeding backwards 
overintervalsoftheform(l/(k+l),l/k],k=2,3,.... 0 
In a very much similar way we can prove: 
Theorem 3. For r = 1,2, . . . the joint density of (T, , D,) is given by 
P(T,~dt,D,~dy)=th(ty)(~,*gT:‘-“)(t(l-y)) (14) 
for t>O and O<y<l. Here g,(u)=(h(u)/m(u))l(u>v) and gz” stands for the 
m-fold convolution of g, with itself: As a convention assume gz” = 6” where So is a unit 
mass at 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, fU is the density of the subordinator whose 
Le’vymeasure has density h-(u)=h(u)l(u<v). 0 
3. The Poisson-Dirichlet process 
The Poisson-Dirichlet process is a normalised subordinator derived from the gamma 
subordinator with L&y measure A (dx) = ax-’ e-” dx where a is an arbitrary positive 
constant. Put another way, the Poisson-Dirichlet process ( Y, : 0 s t s 1) is defined as 
Y,=T,/T,, osts1, 
where (T,) is the gamma process. As before (D, , D2, . . . , D,) denote the n largest 
jumps of (Y,) ranked by size. 
If Z, , Z,, . . , Z, are independent random variables having gamma distributions 
with the same scale parameter then the random variable 1 =Ci Z, and the vector 
(Z,/Z, Z,/&. . . , Z,,/z) are independent. See for example Wilks (1964, p. 249). 
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Since the increments of a gamma process are independent gamma variables with 
the same scale parameter it follows that T, and (II,, Dz, . . . , D,) are independent. 
The infinite series expansion (8) for the distribution of D, reduces to 
m (_*)n+’ 
P(D, > u) = C -y- 
a”(l-u,-u,-...-u,)“~’ 
du, du, ’ . . du, 
n=, . u,uz ’ . . 24, 
whereBZ={(u,,..., u,): u < u, < 1,x, u, < 1). Denote the density of D, by 9,. This 
density exists and is obtained from the distribution function by taking derivatives. 
Define J,,(u) to be the shorthand for the integral in the n-th term in the above series. 
With this notation the density is 
4,(n) = 
a( 1 - u)aP, 
( 
* + $ (-l)“A(uI(t -u)) 
l.4 n=, n! > 
The formula follows from J:(u) = -rza((l - u)~-‘/u)J,_,(u/(l -u)). Note that the 
sum is finite for all u > 0 so that taking derivatives under the summation sign is 
justified. 
It has been pointed out above that T, and the vector (D, , D,, . . .) are independent. 
The equation (9) in Theorem 1 simplifies to 
$4 -)1),P”4,(Y) = 
I 
(.>,/(l-s,)Al 
4, (v) dy (15) 
0 
for y E (0, 1). Similarly, it follows that the density qn of (D,, D2,. . . , D,) can be 
expressed in terms of q, as 
a 
,1 I 
%(Yl,Y2r...,Yn)= 
0 
&I 
YIY, . ’ . v,4(YJp” q’ Yn 
for (Y,,Y~,... ,Y~)E{(Y,,Y~,...,Y~): O<Y,<Y~...<Y,,<~, C,y,<*l and where 
y,,=l-y,-y>-.” -yn_, Vershik and Schmidt (1977) derive this identity for the 
special case a = 1 by solving a recursive system of integral equations. Ignatov (1982) 
extends the result to any a > 0. For an alternative approach see Watterson (1976). 
For the case a = 1, Shepp and Lloyd (1969) characterize the distribution of the 
rth largest jump of (Y,) by its moments. Their formula is identical to the formula 
given below for the case a = 1. Theorem 3 can be used to find these moments for 
all a > 0 as follows. See also Griffiths (1979, 1988) for another approach to deriving 
(16) for an arbitrary a > 0 and P = 1. 
Corollary 4. For r a positive integer and m > 0, 
E[D:‘]= m-, Lw)l'-'e-u-oh(u) du 
(r-l)! 
where E(u) =I: s-’ eC’ ds. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 the density of (T, , D,) is given by 
P(T,~dt,D,~dy)=th(ty)(f,!.*gT,.“~”)(t(l-y)) 
(16) 
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for t>OandO<y<l. Hereh(u)=au-‘e-“. Multiplying the density of (T, , D,) by 
e ~*(‘~‘)” and integrating over [W+ x (0, 1) we get 
I 
1 
e -h+I.)/VqJy) dy 
0 
i 
u ’ 
=C-J em”e-“E’“’ 
[aE(u)l’-’ -2 e-““-?‘),’ 
0 (r-l)! 5 o ’
x (fu *g;“-” )(u(l -Y)/Y) dy. 
Changing variables to u = (1 - y)/y in the inner integral and taking into account 
that the Laplace transform of a convolution is the product of Laplace transforms 
we get 
where P”, and Zg,, are the Laplace transforms of the repsective functions. Elemen- 
tary calculations show that (3”u)(h) = (A + 1))“ eau eenE(u(A+‘)) and (Zg,,)(A) = 
E((A + l)u)/E(u). Using these transforms we get that 
e ua ‘(A + u))O e~“~“[E(A + u)]“~” du. 
The last step is to multiply both sides of the last equation by A”‘-‘/(m - l)! and 
integrate with respect to A over (0,~). The left side transforms to s(#, y”‘qr(y) dy and 
the right side can be reduced to the expression given in the statement of the 
corollary. 0 
4. Duration of excursions for Bessel processes 
4.1. Longest excursion of a Bessel process up to a jixed time 
Let (X, : t 3 0) be a Bessel process of dimension 8 where 0 < 6 < 2. For details about 
the definition and elementary properties of Bessel processes see for example Revuz 
and Yor (1991). It is known that for these dimensions the origin is a regular point, 
hence we can define the local time (I, : t 2 0) at 0. It is also known, see Molchanov 
and Ostrovski (1969), that the inverse local time (7, : s 2 0) defined by 
7, = inf{ u: I,, > s} 
is a stable subordinator with index (Y where a = 1 -f& The Levy measure has density 
h,,(u) = c,,uP~’ where c,, is a positive constant that depends on the normalisation 
of (I,) and whose choice has no effect on the subsequent results. 
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Recall that for any positive random variable J’ the random vector V( 5) = ( V,(l), 
V,(c), . .) records the ranked lengths of excursions up to time < including the last, 
possibly incomplete, excursion. For <- t this last excursion is a.s. incomplete. 
Theorem 1 provides an integral equation for the density of the random vector 
(T, , V( T,)/ 7,). The key to the application of this result is the following lemma due 
to Pitman and Yor (1990): 
Lemma 5. Let (X, : t 2 0) be a Bessel process of dimension 6 where 0 < 6 < 2. With 
the above notation we have 
V(T,) d V(t) -=~ (17) 
7, t 
foranys, t>O. 0 
Since Bessel processes have the Brownian scaling property it is easy to see that 
the law of the right side of (17) does not depend on t. Similarly, the law of the left 
side is independent of s. The equality in distribution, however, is much less apparent 
because, for one thing, X,, = 0 a.s. whereas X, # 0 a.s. 
Lemma (17) shows that the distribution of the length of the longest excursion of 
a Bessel process up to time 1 is equal in distribution to the largest jump of a 
normalised stable subordinator because the left side of (17) is the vector of ranked 
jumps of a stable subordinator up to time 1= 1. The law of V,(T,)/T, does not 
depend on s so we may assume that s = 1. In the remainder of this section formulae 
for the density of D, for a stable subordinator of index (Y will be computed using 
the series expansion (8) and equation (9). 
Let us first compute explicitly the series expansion for the distribution function 
of D, for a stable subordinator (7,) of index (Y. Recall that the density of the L&y 
measure is h(x) = c,,x~‘~‘, x > 0, for some constant c,, > 0. From (8), 
P(D, z= u, 
r (-l)““Z,,(U, t) 
~,~dt)= C 
,t = I n. I 
(18) 
where 
= c:: t-“cl (Y,Yl . ’ . Y,) --‘“-‘fT,b(l -y, -. . .-y,,)) dy, dy, . . . dy,,. 
n ;: 
Here 
B:: = {(Y,, ~1,. . .,y,):yi>u,O~i=Sn,y,+y,+~~~+y,~u}. 
To compute the distribution function, integration over t is necessary which amounts 
to finding certain negative moments of 7,. It will be proved below that for v > 0, 
(19) 
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The series for the distribution function of D,, and hence the distribution function 
of the longest excursion up to time t = 1, including the last incomplete excursion 
becomes 
On the other hand equation (9) becomes 
~,(t(* -Y), u) du (20) 
where p, is the density of (r,, V,(T,)/T,). N ow, for $ < y < 1 the integral on the right 
of (20) reduces to the density of T, . Denote this density by fi,. Hence we have 
Pl(4 Y) = CJ"Y -Oi-‘fT,(t(l-y)), t>o, ;<y<1. (21) 
To get the density q1 of the longest excursion up to time f = 1 we have to integrate 
over r. By (19) the density q, of the longest excursion of a Bessel process up to time 
t=l is 
4,(Y) =- 
sin(rQ) y-<l-I(l _y)u-I, ;<y< *, 
3-r 
For y < $ rewrite (20) as 
Recursive application ofthis equation gives p, and q, on other intervals. For example, 
for +<ySt we get 
Pl(4 Y) = c,,x-“Y-“-‘fT,M* -Y)) 
U -“-‘fT,( t( 1 - y)( 1 - u)) du. 
Explicit integration is possible for (Y = f in which case we get for $ < y < $, 
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It remains to show that the moment formula (19) holds. There is a closed form 
expression for fT, for (Y = $, namely 
For general (Y, however, the moments will be computed form Laplace transforms. 
By formula (3) the Laplace transform of T, is 
Ee- 
From the Laplace transform negative moments of r, are computed by the formula 
A “-‘EePhT, dh. 
This formula can be proved easily by observing that for v > 0, 
--v 1 0? 7 =- J T(v) 0 A”-’ e “T., dh 
taking expectations and switching the order of integration which is justified because 
the integrand is non-negative. 
4.2. Longest excursion of a Bessel bridge 
Throughout this section we will assume that (X, : t 3 0) is a Bessel process of 
dimension 6, 0 < S < 2, and, as before, let 7, = inf{u > 0: 1, > s} be the inverse local 
time. Define the process (XT: 0~ t s 1) by 
XT = x,,,/J;;. (22) 
The vector of lengths of excursions away from 0 for 0 s t G 1 of the process (XT) 
ranked by size is just V( T-,)/T, . What makes the process interesting here is a theorem 
first proved by Biane, Le Gall and Yor (1987). For an alternative proof see Perman 
(1990). 
Theorem 6. Let F be a measurable functional F: C[O, I] + IW+. Let (X,) be a Bessel 
process, (T,~) its inverse local time and let (XT) be derived from (X,) as in (22). Let 
( Y, : 0 d t G 1) be a Bessel bridge of the same dimension as (X,) such that Y. = Y, = 0. 
Then 
g& E(T;“FW*)) = &(F( Y)), 
where E. means expectation with respect to the law of the Bessel bridge. 0 
(23) 
Put another way, the laws of the process (XT) and the Bessel bridge of the same 
dimension are mutually absolutely continuous. An immediate corollary of Theorem 
6 is an expression for the density of the longest excursion of a Bessel bridge 
(Y,:Octsl). 
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Corollary 7. Denote the density of the length G, of the longest excursion of a Bessel 
bridge (Y,:Ostsl) byf,. Wehave 
f,(r)=L 
I 
x t-"P,(fY) dt, 
E(~;") 0 
O<y<l, (24) 
where p,(t, y) is the density of (T,, V,(T,)/T,). 
Proof. By Theorem 6 it is immediate that 
f,(y) dy = $-#(r;“;~,dy) 
ZIP tPp,(t, y) dt dy. 0 
It follows from (7) that 
P(G,>u)=p tC”P(D, > u, ~1 E dt). 
Using the infinite series formula (18) for P( D, > u, T, E dt) and the moment formula 
(19) straightforward integration gives 
CT ( -l)n+’ a”T(a) 
p(G”u)=~?, [T(l-a)]“T((n+l)a) 
X 
(l-y,-*. .-y,,)(“+‘)“P’dy,dy 
(YIYZ * . .Yn)(l+’ 
z . ’ . dy,. 
0:: 
For a = 4 the above formula gives the distribution function of the longest excursion 
of a Brownian bridge. Kolchin (1986, p. 164), identifies this distribution as the limit 
distribution of the size of a maximum tree in a random mapping. See also Aldous 
and Pitman (1991). 
On the other hand the expression (20) for p, gives after some elementary integra- 
tions that 
f,(Y) = 
T(a)ff 
T(l- (Y)r(2cX) y 
--u-‘(l-y)2*-‘, +<y<1. 
For f<yCi we get 
f,(Y) = 
r(a)ff 
r( 1 - Ly)r(2ck!) y 
-a-‘(l -Y)2*-’ 
2&(a) 
I 
I 
-[r(l-Cy)]‘r(3CI)Y 
--a--l(l _y)2”-l u-“-I(1 - u)~~-’ du. 
.>~/(I-?) 
Explicit integration is possible for (Y = i or LY = $ but the formulae are omitted here. 
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4.3. The longest excursion of a Bessel process completed by a given time 
The above formulae can also be used to find expressions for the density of the 
length of the longest excursion of a Bessel process completed by a given time t. By 
scaling properties of Bessel processes we can assume with no loss of generality that 
t = 1. Denote by (X,) a Bessel process of dimension O< 6 < 2 and let g, = 
sup{u s t: X, = O}. Put another way, g, is the last exit time from 0 of (X,) before 
time t. In our notation the question is to find the density of V,(g,). The key is the 
following lemma which is taken from Revuz and Yor, Exercise 3.8, p. 454: 
Lemma 8. Let (X,) be a Bessel process of dimension 6, O< 6 < 2, and let g, = 
sup{u 4 t: X, = 0). 7’he process (Z, : 0~ US 1) dejined by 
is a Bessel bridge of dimension 6 independent of g,. Furthermore, g,/ t has the 
Beta( a, 1 - cy) distribution. Cl 
Corollary 9. Let (X,) be a Bessel process of dimension 6. Let G, be the length of the 
longest excursion away from 0 of the process (Z,,) derived from (X,) as in Lemma 8 
and let g, = sup{ u S 1: X,, = O}. We have 
V,(g,)=G,.g,. 
where G, and g, are independent. 
(25) 
Proof. The result is immediate from the previous lemma. 0 
For a different and a more general approach to computing the density of V,(g,) 
based on the Laplace transform 
I 
il 
.&(h)=E e-^‘l(V,(g,)>x)ds 
0 
for a general diffusion see Knight (1985). The density of the longest excursion 
completed by time t is then obtained by inverting the Laplace transform to obtain 
P( V,(g,,) > x) as a function of s. 
In (25) the random variables G, and g, are independent, we have expressions for 
the density of G, and g, has the Beta(a, 1 - a) density. From this we can derive 
the density p, of V,(g,) by integration as 
P,(Y) = B(:;-; aj 
I ? 
; (u -y)-“f,(u) du. 
where f, is the density of G, from Corollary 6. Explicit integration is possible for 
(Y = 4. Elementary integration gives 
p,(y) =+q -y)“2, f<y<l, 
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and for i<y<& 
p,(y) +‘iyl _Jy 5- 
[ 
2 
GO=3 I 
Explicit integration for y d f does not appear to be possible. 
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